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Preface 
 

This habilitation thesis is a compilation of multiple papers that reflect my work in the field of magnetic 

sensors, their calibration, and applications. A vast majority of the papers are published in journals listed 

in the Web of Science, predominantly showcasing research presented at prestigious international 

conferences focused on magnetism, sensors, and measurements. A few of them are published in 

conference proceedings. Generally, the topic concentrates on the development of precise, highly 

linear, and low-noise sensors intended for vectorial measurement of “Earth-like” magnetic fields (with 

a magnitude typically below 100 μT). The proper development of the sensors and magnetometers is 

closely related to the calibration of the devices, which allows for the characterization of their 

properties and continually improves upon those parameters. Therefore, several papers are 

concentrated on this topic. Very useful feedback comes also from the real applications of the sensors; 

thus, several examples primarily from the field of geomagnetism or electric current measurement are 

mentioned. A short section at the beginning of this thesis explores current state-of-the-art in the field 

of magnetic sensors in relation to the thesis objective. This paper will later also discuss the instruments 

and results developed within various projects in recent years, which demonstrate some possible 

applications of magnetic sensors. The aim of this thesis is to compile all these papers and information 

into a cohesive framework, facilitating faster orientation in this field. 

 

Pronouncement 
 

Almost all the papers mentioned in this thesis have co-authors, typically comprised of members of the 

Sensors and Magnetics Laboratory (MAGLAB.cz) at the Department of Measurement, the Faculty of 

Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, as well as a few external and international 

co-authors. Namely Pavel Ripka, Petr Kašpar, Antonín Platil, Michal Janošek, David Novotný, Michal 

Dressler, Mattia Butta, and others. Formally, the author’s contribution to each paper (ranging from 

10% to 100%) is mentioned in a short foreword presented prior to each paper and is also summarized 

in paragraph 6.1. 
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1 Introduction & Motivation 
 

Magnetism. An invisible yet powerful force that has fascinated humans since the first observations 

thousands of years ago. Quite well described since the nineteenth century, it still offers many 

phenomena awaiting discovery and theoretical explanation, for example, in magnetic material science 

and quantum effects. With countless applications in science, industry, medicine, and everyday life. 

Continuous research in the field of magnetism brings new knowledge and practical outputs. Some 

breathtaking applications that were not possible before have been brought to life thanks to new 

developments in material science and technology. In order to properly study and use magnetism, we 

must be able to measure its effects. This work is focused on the development of magnetic sensors, 

related technologies, and some applications of these sensors.  

A magnetic compass with fluxgate sensors was the subject of the author's master thesis, in which he 

encountered magnetic sensors more seriously for the first time. Since then, the fascinating 

combination of physics, material science, analog and digital electronics, mathematics, programming, 

and countless applications has helped maintain his interest in the subject. He simulated, developed, 

used, or applied magnetic sensors in many projects. Some of them are mentioned in the text, some 

are described in the attached papers.  

 

 

 

 

The beauty of FEM magnetic field simulation (ANSYS Magnetostatic, triple SmCo annealing setup) 
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2 Magnetic Sensors 
 

In the following text, “magnetic sensor” is understood to be a device that measures magnetic induction 

in Tesla units. Either as a scalar sensor, which can sense only the magnitude of the magnetic field 

vector, or as a vectorial sensor that can independently measure all three mutually orthogonal 

components of the magnetic field vector. To be more specific, this thesis, deals more in detail with 

sensors that are able to measure static and low-frequency (typically below 50 Hz) magnetic fields with 

magnitudes below 100 µT, which roughly corresponds to the value of a geomagnetic field (typically 

20...65 µT). 

Some of the principles of magnetic field sensing have been well known for decades (Hall sensor, 

Fluxgate, Magnetoresistance – AMR, GMR, TMR) and the current development aims to improve 

performance of these sensors, decreasing noise, dimensions, power consumption, etc. For example, 

the latest development in orthogonal fluxgate technology allows for the use of sensors for biomedical 

applications where recently only very expensive and big SQUID-based units were applied [1-4]. But 

also, entirely new principles are appearing, exploring quantum effects and progress in material science 

and technology – e.g. magnetic sensors based on nitrogen vacancy centers in diamonds [5-9] or 

miniature and ultra-low-noise optical scalar and vector magnetometers [10-35]. The following 

chapters provide a brief overview of magneto-resistive, fluxgate, and scalar sensors and 

magnetometers, as those are closely related to the author’s work and presented thesis and it is 

interesting to observe their current state-of-the-art. 

 

2.1 Magneto-resistive sensors 

 
Electrical resistance is the measurement quantity for magneto-resistive sensors of a magnetic field. 

The first was the AMR effect, which was discovered in as early as 1856 by William Thomson; it is still 

used for precise sensors, as it offers relatively high linearity, low hysteresis, and low noise. The 

drawback is a higher power consumption, both due to lower resistance of the sensing elements 

(typically 100-2000 Ω) and the typical use of flipping to re-align the magnetic domains and reduce 

offsets, perming, and temperature effects [36]. The principle of the AMR effect is a quantum 

mechanical property of electrons, anisotropic scattering probability. When the magnetization is 

parallel to the current traveling through the conductor, which is most often from magnetic material 

(Fe, Ni, Co), the resistance is the highest. The AMR effect can be relatively easily demonstrated with a 

strip of magnetic material, current source, and voltmeter. With a piece of 20 μm-thick amorphous 

METGLAS 2714A and 1 A constant current source, the measured resistance was 175 mΩ and the 

change 0.01 % (magnetization direction change provided by a rotation of NdFeB permanent magnet). 

For a 0.25mm-thick strip of Permalloy79, the resistance was 6.3 mΩ with a resistance change of 0.8% 

(both measured with a 6.5-digit Agilent 34401 DMM). See Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A four-wire, magneto-resistance measurement on the MG2714A (left) and Py79 (right) 
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The GMR effect was discovered independently by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg in 1988. It relies on 

the dependence of electron scattering on spin orientation. In this case, in a sandwich of two magnetic 

layers separated by a non-magnetic but electrically conductive layer. The thickness of the layers is in 

nanometers. The GMR effect offers a much higher resistance change when compared to AMR, higher 

electrical resistance, but the response is typically non-linear with a higher hysteresis, making it useful 

more for switching or position detection applications rather than for precise bipolar magnetic field 

sensing [37]. 

The TMR effect was first observed in 1975 by Michel Jullière and has been investigated ever since. The 

breakthrough came after the year 2000 when Fe/MgO/Fe junctions proved promising. Tunnel 

magneto-resistance is again a purely quantum mechanical effect as an electron tunnel through a thin, 

electrically non-conductive layer sandwiched between two ferromagnetic layers. TMR sensors are 

currently largely deployed in numerous applications (Hard-drive read heads, angle and position 

sensing, compassing…) as they offer high resistance and thus lower power consumption when 

compared to AMR or Hall-effect sensors [38-43]. 

 

Figure 2. Four technologies of magnetic field sensing, AMR and TMR providing the lowest noise (source: modified from 

dowaytech.com) 

For practical application, the manufacturers supply either the individual sensing elements (preferably 

arranged into Wheatstone bridge with additional supporting elements, e.g. coils) or complete triaxial 

sensors with digital outputs. The individual elements are useful for the construction of high-precision 

sensors with a higher dynamic range than is common for the integrated sensors (limited by 16- to 20-

bit internal ADCs). Several constructions available on the market rely on the AMR sensors 

manufactured by Honeywell, either the HMC1001, the 1002, or the 1021, or similar [44-46]. 

Table 1 gives a summary of currently commercially available sensor elements. The noise parameters 

are datasheet values; several sources suggest significantly lower values for some parts [47, 48]. For 

example, the TMR9082 is currently 46x times more expensive than the HMC1021, but theoretically 

offers 27x lower power consumption (only on bridge power). Unfortunately, there is not much 

published data concerning the sensor’s testing. Even though the principle of AMR is simple, the 

technological implementation and manufacturing of a low-noise sensor element is still challenging. 

Around 2015, the company Sensitec introduced an AMR sensor called the AFF755B, which is basically 

an alternative to the Honeywell HMC1021. Our testing has indicated that some of the devices suffer 

from excessive, low-frequency noise caused probably by bad quality or treatment of the magnetic layer 

and/or an unideal flipping coil configuration [refP 14]. Fortunately, Honeywell still maintains 

production of the HMC1021, but even in this case we observed some less and more noisy batches of 

the parts. 
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Table 1. Commercially available, single-axis, magneto-resistive sensors without embedded signal conditioning or ADC 
Part Vb (V) R (Ω) Range (μT) Noise (pT/√Hz @1Hz) Linearity (±% FS) Manufacturer Technology 

HMC1001 2-12 850  ±200  187, Vb = 5V 0.2 (±100 μT) Honeywell AMR 

HMC1021 2-12 1 100 ±600 960, Vb = 5V 0.2 (±100 μT) Honeywell AMR 

AFF755B 1.2-9 2 500 ±500 168, Vb = 5V, >100 Hz  0.15 (±100 μT) Sensitec AMR 

AMR2501 1.8-12 700 ±200 100 0.2 (±100 μT) Dowaytech AMR 

AA002-02E 1-24V 5 000 150-1050  not specified 2,    4 % hyster. NVE GMR 

TMR9082 1-3 30 000 ±100 250 0.4 Dowaytech TMR 

ALT021-10E 0-10 20 000 ±250 4000 2 NVE TMR 

STJ-210 0.01-12 10 000 ±100-1000 5k (>100 Hz) 0.25 (±100 μT) MicroMagnetics TMR 

CT100 1-5.5 30 000 ±50 000 31k (at 10Hz) 0.5 (±20mT) Murata (Crocus) TMR 

 

The market for magneto-resistive, triaxial, magnetic field sensors with digital output seems to be 

currently dominated by TMR technology (see Table 2). In our lab, the Memsic MMC5883 and the newer 

MMC5983 are extensively used for applications where the required precision allows for that. The 

newly available AK09940A based on TMR should offer the same noise but requires only < 50 % of 

power. Unfortunately, the datasheet does not mention the linearity performance of the device at all. 

The price of the AK09940A is currently 165% of the MMC5983. The Hall-based sensor (AK09919) is 

mentioned only for comparison; the sensitivity is significantly worse, measurement range and power 

consumption higher, but the mechanical dimensions are extremely small (0.8 x 0.8 x 0.5 mm), making 

it suitable for space-constrained applications (e.g. smart watches, mobile phones, or miniature robots). 

Interestingly, there is a device with exactly the same size also offered by MEMSIC (the MMC5603NJ), 

made with AMR technology, offering a ±3 mT measurement range and 20-bit resolution. 

Table 2. Best-performance, magneto-resistive (+Hall) sensors available with integrated signal conditioning electronics 

Part Vcc (V) I (µA) Range (μT) Noise  Lin (±% FS) Manufacturer Note 

ADAF1080 4.5-5.5 6500 ±8000 80 nTRMS 0.2 (±2mT) Analog 
Devices 

AMR, single axis, 
analog 

RR112-
1D92-532 

1.7-5.5 40 ±2000 not specified not specified RedRock TMR single axis, 
analog 

BM1422AG
MV 

1.7-3.6 150 ±1200 not specified, 42 
nT/LSB 

0.5 ROHM 
semiconduct. 

magneto-imped., 
triaxial, digital 

AK09919 1.65-
1.95 

1500 ±4912 not specified, 150 
nT/LSB 

not specified AsahiKASEI Hall, triaxial, digital 

MMC5983 2.8-3.6 450 ±800 40 nTRMS 0.1, 0.01 hyster. Memsic AMR, triaxial, digital 

LIS3MDL 1.9-3.6 270 ±400…1600 320 nTRMS 0.12 ST Micro TMR, triaxial, digital 

BMM350 1.8 (IO 
to 3.6) 

350 ±2000 x,y 190 nTRMS,  
z 450 nTRMS 

0.5, 0.02 hyster. Bosch TMR, triaxial, digital 

AK09940A 1.8 (IO  
to 3.6) 

200 ±1200 40 nTRMS not specified AsahiKASEI TMR, triaxial, digital 

MAG3110 1.95-
3.6 

900 ±1000 250 nTRMS 0.3, 0.25 hyster. NXP TMR, triaxial, digital 

 

 

Figure 3. An interesting multi-chip inner structure of a modern TMR sensor, source: Yolo SystemPlus, 2023 
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Commercial magnetometers based on magneto-resistive sensors (currently mostly AMR sensors) are 

used for various purposes, ranging from general field monitoring, navigation, position measurement, 

sensing electric currents, and magnetic material detection to more specific tasks like parking lot 

occupancy detection (which might be quite tricky due to extremely different magnetic signatures of 

modern cars) or non-destructive testing. The long-time produced HMR2300 by Honeywell can be a 

typical representative of this class. The HMR2300 is based on three HMC1001 sensors and three 16-

bit ∆∑ AD converters for simultaneous sampling of the measured magnetic field. Sensors are 

integrated with the read-out electronics, which limits performance as the offset can easily be changed 

by magnetization of the nearby components via strong external fields. See Figure 4 for the concept 

and Table 3 for the basic parameters.  

High-performance magnetometers based on AMR sensors are often used for space-research 

applications, either as a main scientific instrument for smaller satellites, as part of an Attitude 

Determination and Control System (ADCS), or as part of a scientific magnetometer package to de-noise 

the main sensor data by measuring the disturbances produced by the satellite itself – typically for 

missions with a limited main magnetometer sensor boom length (SOSMAG instrument [49]). Figure 5 

and Figure 6 present two space magnetometers; both again use three HMC1001 sensors and both have 

a remote sensor head. The magnetometer for the small cubesat project Trio-CINEMA uses commercial 

off-the-shelf (COTS) components, while the magnetometer for the GEO-KOMPSAT-2A mission seems 

to be built using space-qualified components. 

 

Figure 4. The Honeywell HMR2300, an AMR-based triaxial magnetometer with digital output 

+ 

 

Figure 5. An AMR-based magnetometer for the Trio-CINIEMA mission, left: sensor head built on the HMC1001 AMR sensors, 
right: electronics in PC104 format, source: Brown 2014 [48] 
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Figure 6. An AMR triaxial sensor head (HMC1001-based) and signal electronics made using space-qualified components, part 
of a SOSMAG package deployed on the GEO-KOMPSAT-2A satellite, source: W. Magnes, 2020 [49] 

Our development, which is described in the applications chapter (4.1), concentrates on the application 

of integrated AMR sensors with digital output for laboratory tools and a middle-class AMR 

magnetometer built using HMC1021 sensors and COTS components. The slightly noisier HMC1021 is 

used because it offers a much more favorable compensation coil constant than the HMC1001 (4.6 mA 

versus 47.5 mA / 100 μT), which helps to decrease overall power consumption. At first, we tested signal 

conditioning based on traditional analog signal processing and DAQ [refP 1], later the digital signal 

processing was used [refP 2]. The direct competitor to the miniDAMR (miniature digital AMR 

magnetometer) is NewSpace’s Pegasus-1 (see Table 3), which is a bit worse in terms of noise and power 

consumption. Until now, it seemed unreasonable mainly due to limited financial resources to 

cooperate within the university or even with an external entity (several companies have IC design 

centers in the Czech Republic) on development of a specific ASICs for AMR or fluxgate sensor signal 

conditioning [50, 51], as this might help to improve the radiation hardness of the instrument. We 

concentrated on radiation testing of the current concept instead (described in [refP 3] and He nuclei 

testing mentioned in [refP 17]). 

Table 3. Magneto-resistive sensor-based magnetometers 
Part Vcc (V) Power 

(mW) 
Range (μT) Noise /√Hz 

@1Hz 
Lin (±% FS) Manufactu

rer 
BW(Hz)  
-3dB 

Note 

STJ-3D <24V ? ±2000 10nT not specif. MicroMagn
etics 

DC-7MHz TMR, triaxial, analog 
output (960 USD) 

HMR2300   6-15 250 ±200  ± 0.12 for 
80 μT 

Honeywell 10-154 
Sa/s 

AMR, triaxial,  
RS422 / 485 

MAGIC 12 <1000 ±60 2nT 
sensitivity 

not specif. Imperial 
College 
London 

1-10 Sa/s AMR, triaxial 

PEGASUS-1 
[NMRM-
Bn25o485] 

5 <750  ±60 <16 nT * not specif. NewSpace 
Systems 

25 Hz 
update 
rate 

AMR, triaxial, RS485 

MM200 ? <10mA ±800 1.18 nT not specif. aac-clyde 
space 

<500 Sa/s I2C interface 

VMR 5-12 450 ±100 300 pT not specif. Twinleaf >200  GMR?, triaxial, serial 
interface 

miniDAMR 
v1.2 

4.5-5.5 <600 ±100 <300 pT ± 0.01 CTU in 
Prague/FEE
/MAGLAB 

126/3906 
Sa/s  

AMR, triaxial, UART-
422/485 interface 

DSTASM** 4.5-5.5 150 / 
chann
el 

±80 12nT 
resolution 

0.022, 1σ Honeywell 20 Sa/s 
 

dual redundant 
triaxial AMR 
(HMC1022, 1021), 
RS422 - CAN 

* datasheet: <16 nT rms/Hz @ 1 Hz (Hz or √Hz?) 

**Dual String Three-Axis Space Magnetometer 

An interesting instrument is the VMR by Twinleaf. The labeling on its package as well as a note in the 

data processing description suggest that it uses GMR sensors, but the author has not found any 

corresponding commercially available part that could be used (low in noise, linear GMR sensor with 

bipolar response).  
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2.2 Fluxgate sensors 

 
The fluxgate sensor relies on a specific application of Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction (1), 

where a time-variable, magnetic flux appears and is detected even for a static measured magnetic field 

due to permeability modulation of the sensor’s magnetic core material provided by a driving 

alternating current. The first publication on the ring-core fluxgate was introduced by Aschenbrenner 

and Goubau in 1936; the principle still offers excellent noise properties at room temperature. 

Nowadays, strong competition appears in the form of vectorized quantum magnetometers based, for 

example, on optically read quantum states of rubidium atoms [22], cesium atoms [18], or defects in 

silicon carbide [34]. In any case, simplicity, robustness, reliability, history of use, or new discoveries will 

most likely keep fluxgate sensors in service for decades to come.  

𝑣𝑖 = 𝑁. 𝑆. 𝜇0. 𝐻(𝑡).
𝑑𝜇𝑟

𝑑𝑡
    (V, -, m2, H/m, A/m)                                               (1) 

The author’s work concentrated exclusively on the development and application of so-called parallel 

fluxgate sensors of ring-core or race-track topology (see Figure 7) where the measured and excitation 

magnetic fields are parallel. Recently the performance of a different type  - orthogonal fluxgate sensors 

- was significantly improved, reaching sub-picotesla noise levels even at sub-Hertz frequencies [1-4]. 

That makes them competitive with modern quantum optical sensors for various applications including 

geological prospection or biomedical measurements [2]. The drawback with respect to parallel 

fluxgates seems to be currently a worse time/temperature offset stability (<50pT/K versus tens of 

nT/K) making the parallel fluxgates more suitable, for example, for geomagnetic field observatory 

monitoring or all applications where absolute field value is important and not only the variations, even 

though there was also a significant improvement achieved for the orthogonal fluxgate by application 

of bias switching technique [3, 52, 53]. 

 

Figure 7. Construction of the fluxgate sensor with a race-track core (a,b,c,d) and ring core (e,f). “a” is a flat amorphous 
magnetic core in a holder, “b” is a pick-up holder, “d” and “f” are finished sensors with a sensitivity direction indicated by the 

red arrow, in “e” the core is already covered by excitation winding. 

There are numerous possibilities of how to construct the sensors and a sensor head in case of a triaxial 

magnetometer as well as the signal conditioning. In this thesis, two concepts of a sensor head design 

can be found (Figure 8). The first one uses three single-axis or two dual-axis sensors and the 

compensation field is created directly within the sensors [54-57] (fluxgate sensors are usually operated 

as zero indicators where the measured magnetic field corresponds to the compensation current). This 

simple topology is used in the UAV magnetometer (section 4.2.2). Vectorial compensation is another 

concept where the compensation field is common for all the sensors. This topology is typically used 

for high-performance scientific magnetometers as it offers better time/temperature stability, but at 

the price of increased mechanical complexity and cost [49, 58-62]. This concept was explored in [refP 

4] and [refP 5], and applied in [refP 12]. Digital signal conditioning of the pick-up and compensation 

signals is often used for magnetometers deployed in space [63-66], where the digital circuits better 

resist the radiation. In the scope of this thesis a classical approach of analog signal processing followed 
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by high-precise analog-to-digital conversion was used with good results. Recently we explored the 

digital processing principle in [refP 7] (fluxgate sensor signal processing in FPGA). 

         

Figure 8. Left: UAV magnetometer individually compensated sensor head with two dual-axis sensors, right: vectorially 
compensated sensor head with three single-axis ring-core sensors inside 

It seems that there are currently no fluxgate sensors available on the commercial market, meaning 

only the sensors (ring-core, race-track, or Vacquier) without any additional electronics - driving and/or 

signal conditioning. This is probably due to a relatively small market for these devices and the fact that 

it requires some precise handling and optimal electrical parameters for each specific type to work as 

expected. Table 4 summarizes currently available, single-axis sensors mostly from the category of low-

precision types intended for more basic applications. There is one specific part among them – the 

DRV425 - currently the only commercially available, chip-scale-integrated fluxgate sensor produced by 

Texas Instruments, for example, for current measurement applications - [refP 15]. We applied the 

sensor also in [refP 16] (a laboratory magnetic field probe with USB output, useful, for example, for 

EMC measurements). 

Table 4. Single-axis fluxgate sensors 
Part Vcc 

(V) 
Power 
(mW) 

Range 
(μT) 

Noise /√Hz 
@1Hz 

Lin (±% 
FS) 

Manufacturer BW(Hz)  
-3dB 

Note 

FL1-100 ±12 
to 16 

540 ±100 <20 pT not spec. Stefan Mayer 
Instr. 

0-1 kHz analog output; 0.1 V/µT, 
max. ±10 V; <0.1 nT/K 
offset drift; 10g 

FLC 100 5 10 ±100 ~150 pT not. spec. Stefan Mayer 
Instruments 

0-1 kHz analog output 
±1 V/50 µT, max. ±2,5 V;  
2 nT/K offset drift 

FG-3+ 4.5-
5.5 

60 ±50 not. spec. not. spec. FGsensors 0-20 kHz period vs. field output 

Mag646 ±11-
17 

230 ±100-
1000 

>10 - ≤25pT 0.01% Bartington 0-1 kHz  analog output ±10V;  
1nT/K; 10 g 

DRV425 3-5.5 35 ± 2000 1.5 nT (1kHz) 0.1 % Texas 
Instruments 

0-32 - 47 
kHz 

analog output; 1.55 nT/K 
chip-scale sensor 

 

The author of the thesis developed, manufactured, and tested multiple triaxial, vector fluxgate 

magnetometers for development and laboratory measurement and calibration purposes. There was a 

continual effort to develop both the sensors themself as well as the corresponding signal and data 

acquisition electronics. Sensor development is tied to the development of the sensor’s magnetic core. 

It is the core material and its properties which mostly define the sensor’s performance. Great effort 

was spent on the annealing (thermomagnetic treatment and/or stress-annealing) of amorphous 

magnetic materials (e.g. the Metglas 2714AZ, Vitrovac 6025Z, and Vitrokov 8116) typically in the form 

of a 2.5mm-wide, 15-25μm-thick ribbon. Those ribbons were used as a wound ring or race-track 

shaped core for the fluxgate sensor. Even though some of them gave promising results, generally the 

assembly was difficult and suffered from repeatability problems (with noise, excitation feedthrough, 

temperature stability). Flat cores together with a specific annealing technique were introduced in [refP 

6] (typically laser-cut from a wide tape - again the amorphous Vitrovac 6025). Noise performance of 
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samples of various size is presented in [refP 8]. Sensors with this flat-core construction were sucessfully 

applied in various applications. Very useful during the development is a tool for BH-loop measurement. 

The author recently supervised a bachelor thesis (Nejezchleb 2023 [67]) in which a simple but precise 

compact module for BH-loop measurement of closed-loop soft-magnetic material was developed. 

The noise of a magnetometer with digital output is limited by the available dynamic range of the data 

acquisition system. A fluxgate sensor with an analog signal processing unit can reach >150 dB of 

dynamic range. That is extremely difficult to cover in a single-range regime as the best commercially 

available ADCs offer not more than 145 dB [68]. Two types of AD converters can be used - ∆∑ or the 

oversampled SAR. Both of them are currently offered with 32-bit-wide digital output word. The first to 

appear was the ADS1281, later followed by the LTC2508. Currently the best available ADC (in terms of 

dynamic range for DC and low-frequency signals) seems to be the AD7177. Instruments with sub-

ranging and partial compensation of the measured magnetic field can overcome this DAQ limitation 

but might have problems with linearity while sweeping over the whole range (which is a problem for 

application on moving platforms). However, this principle of partial field compensation with a very 

low-noise constant current source that is fed into a separate compensation coil was used in an 

observatory magnetometer presented in chapter 4.2.5. 

 

Figure 9. A triaxial vector fluxgate magnetometer with digital output (ADS1281-based DAQ) and a detachable, vectorially 
compensated sensor (as shown in Figure 8)   

Table 5 presents a selection of commercially available, fluxgate-sensor-based magnetometers. The first 

idea was to list only magnetometers with digital output, but later the table was expanded in favor to  

show more manufacturers. Some of the instruments present an ADCS solution for space, some are 

high-performance laboratory instruments or compact sensors for general use. Two instruments offer 

32-bit ADC - the LEMI-029 and the DFM32. The LEMI mentions some form of partial field compensation 

without further description; the DFM32 probably operates as a single-range instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/109307
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Table 5. Fluxgate magnetometers (a selection of precise instruments with analog and digital output, ADCS space hardened, 
scientific magnetometers) 

Part Vcc (V) Power 
(mW) 

Range (μT) Noise /√Hz @1Hz Lin (±% 
FS) 

Manufac
turer 

BW(Hz)  
-3dB 

Note 

SpinMeter-
Ultra-3D 

5V ? ±1000 5nT not 
specif. 

MicroMa
gnetics 

1000 analog ±10V output 
and digital USB 
(9000 USD) 

WFG-D-140 +4.9-9 ~350 ±60/100 2nT ±1% Wuntroni
c GmbH 

0-70 16-bit ADC; 
RS232/TTL 
ASCII/binary;  

MAG658 10-20 1000 ±524 <10nTrms 
(digitizer noise) 

0.01% Bartingto
n 

>15 Hz RS422, 62.5 pT/bit; 
3nT/K 

Spacemag-
Lite 

5, 3.3 203 ±60 >10 to ≤50pT not 
specif. 

Bartingto
n 

0-1000 analog output 

MACM 16-40 860 ±120 <200 pT, 
228pT/LSB 

±0.025 MAGSON not. 
specif. 

fully space-qualified 
components 

MFG-2S 4.5-9 
/9-18/ 
18-36 

800 ±65 <15 pT;  
10pT typical 

not 
spec. 

MAGSON 1/10/50/
100 Hz 
sampling 

RS422; <10nT/year 
long-term stab. 

DTFM100S 5 110 ±80 3nT dig. 
resolution 

<0.05 Billingsle
y  A&D 

66 Sa/s triaxial fluxgate, 
RS485/CAN, 30kRAD 
tolerant 

DFM32 20-28 1500 ±65 <5 pT, 2.6 pT 
digital noise floor 

±0.007 Billingsle
y  A&D 

0-3000 RS485, 9600-921600 
bd 

TAM-2 28 560 ±100 <10nTrms (0-100 
Hz) 

0.05% MEDA 0-60 Radiation protection 
>100 kRads, analog 
output 100kV/T 

LEMI-029 ±5V & 
3.3 V 

425 ±78, 
compensat
ed ±5.4 

6 pT not 
spec. 

Lemi 
Sensors 

0-180 32-bit ADC; 
RS232/SPI 

Model 
1540 

4.95-
12V 

~400 ±65 ±0.5 nTpp, 30pT 
resolution 

±0.05 Applied 
Physics 

0-400 22-bit ∆∑ADC, 
RS232/TTL ASCII or 
binary 20 vectors/s 
max.; 1nT/K 

FGM3D/10
0 

±12... 
15V 

624 ±100 10-20 pT/ 7-10pT  <20pp
m 

Sensys 0-4000 
6.3kSa/s 
dig. max 

analog output with 
external 24-bit 
digitizer; 0.3nT/K 

DMM* 14-16 1500 ±60 8nT resolution <1% Antrix 
Corporati
on 

0-30 
 

16-bit digital 
interface, fluxgate 
ring-core techn. 

* Digital Miniature Magnetometer 

2.3 Scalar sensors - magnetometers 

 
Scalar magnetometers can only measure the magnitude of the magnetic field vector. That can be used 

for calibration of the main vectorial instrument or when equipped with some extra coil system, it can 

work in a vectorized mode, and also measure the three components of the magnetic field vector, but 

often with less precision. Typically, a scalar instrument is a proton precession magnetometer. Even 

though the first instruments appeared in the late 1950s, they are still produced commercially for 

mineral, archeological, or UXO exploration (e.g. the SatisGEO PMG-2, Geometrics G-857, or Gemsys 

GSM-19T). Greatly improved sensitivity, more tolerance to magnetic gradient, lower power 

consumption, and faster sampling come with an introduction of Overhauser magnetometers [69]. They 

exploit the Overhauser effect when polarization of electron spins of specific free radicals provided by 

low-power RF field (e.g. 60.4 MHz for the Gemsys GSM19) is coupled to the protons. Overhauser 

magnetometers are produced commercially by several companies, e.g. the GEM Systems GSM-19, 

GeoDevice SmartMag, or Quantum magnetometry laboratory from Ural Federal University (series of 

POS-x instruments, any website currently unreachable). Even more sensitivity offer instruments based 

on optically pumped alkali atoms (Cesium, Potassium, Rubidium...) where Zeeman shift of atomic 

energy levels is used to sense the external magnetic field. Several companies offer magnetometers 

based on this technology, e.g. the GeoDevice Cesium magnetometer QuantumMag, Geometrics G-864, 

Scintrex CS-L, or Gemsys GSMP.  

https://satisgeo.com/magnetometers/pmg-2-proton-magnetometer-and-gradiometer/
https://www.geometrics.com/product/g-857/
https://www.gemsys.ca/versatile-proton-magnetometer-gradiometer/
https://www.gemsys.ca/rugged-overhauser-magnetometer/
https://geodevice.co/product/smartmag/
https://geodevice.co/product/quantummag/
https://www.geometrics.com/product/g-864-magnetometer/
https://scintrexltd.com/product/cs-l-cesium-magnetometer/
https://www.gemsys.ca/ultra-high-sensitivity-potassium/
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The optically pumped magnetometer technology got a big boost during the recent hunt for a chip-scale 

atomic clock for military purposes. The technology developed is similar to what is needed for magnetic 

field measurement and thus miniature magnetometers started to appear. Currently there are few 

companies offering commercial instruments and more groups with sensors in development. 

Geometrics offers the MFAM developer kit, a laser pumped cesium magnetometer that measures field 

magnitude in a range of 20-100 μT, with a noise floor of 2 pT/√Hz, but at relatively high power of 8-

10 W. Twinleaf offers two interesting products: the microSERF dual-axis vector sensor with a noise of 

30 fT/√Hz and operational range of ±200 nT and the OMG gradiometer with two total field sensors 

with an operational range of 1-100 μT and <0.2 pT/√Hz sensitivity, both relatively power hungry (5 and 

6 W). QuSpin provides the dual and tri-axial QZFM Gen-3 instrument with <15 and <23 fT/√Hz 

respectively, but with a very limited dynamic range of ±5 nT (5 W power consumption). The QTFM Gen-

2 total field magnetometer has a much wider dynamic range of 1-150 μT, but the noise is higher <3 

pT/√Hz, while the vectorized option has <0.1 nT/√Hz (power consumption is 2.5 W). The company 

QuantX offers a rubidium atoms-based, compact, quantum total field magnetometer with <1 pT/√Hz 

sensitivity and a 1-100 μT measurement range. 

 

Figure 10 Principle of a pulsed, rubidium, optically pumped magnetometer (left - sensor topology, right - photodiode signal 
in two phases - polarizing field Bp switched on and off during the measurement phase where free induction decay occurs 

and the background magnetic field is measured) 

Products based on nitrogen vacancy centers in diamonds are in development - Q.ANT promises 

interesting parameters while SBQuantum is developing diamond quantum magnetometers for 

vectorial measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field within the MagQuest Challenge.  

There are also groups developing this kind of scalar instrument (with possible vectorized modes) for 

applications in space for in-flight calibration of precise, vector, fluxgate magnetometers and as a 

possible back-up for those instruments. For example, CEA-Leti (with CNES and IPGP support) designed 

the ASM (Absolute Scalar Magnetometer) for the ESA SWARM mission. This instrument uses optically 

pumped 4He atoms and Zeeman splitting of the absorption and emission lines to measure the ambient 

magnetic field with a resolution of <1.4 pT/√Hz (2 nT/√Hz in vector mode). The company continues to 

research this type of magnetometer, introducing a miniaturized version of the optically pumped 

magnetometer with 0.7 pT/Hz scalar resolution in the static Earth ambient magnetic field, with 

possible applications in brain magnetic field imaging - mag4Health. Another interesting instrument is 

developed in cooperation between the Austrian Academy of Sciences - Space Research Institute and 

the Technical University of Graz: the Coupled Dark State Magnetometer (CDSM) developed and flown 

aboard the ESA’s JUICE mission to explore the magnetic field of Jupiter. The scalar magnetometer is 

intended to provide in-flight calibration of vectorial instruments (vector fluxgate magnetometers 

provided by Imperial College London and TU Braunschweig). The CDSM instrument was flown also on 

https://www.geometrics.com/product/mfam-developer-kit/
https://twinleaf.com/vector/microSERF/
https://twinleaf.com/scalar/OMG/
https://quspin.com/products-qzfm/
https://quspin.com/qtfm-gen-2/
https://quspin.com/qtfm-gen-2/
https://quantxlabs.com/capabilities/product-development/magnetometer/
https://qant.com/magnetometer/
https://sbquantum.com/our-solutions/
https://www.magquest.com/
https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/instruments/asm/description
https://www.mag4health.com/product/
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the Chinese CSES satellite [70]. The CDSM instrument can measure a field of up to 150 μT, with an 

accuracy of 0.19 nT (σ) while power consumption is 3.4 W and mass 1672 g [16]. 

The author of the thesis experimented for some time with a proton magnetometer construction and 

its signal processing. Within a master’s thesis (Ondřej Bureš 2021 [71]), several hardware signal 

processing circuits were tested as well as several principles of proton precession, signal frequency 

estimation (simple comparator signal processing using a hardware MCU timer, high resolution FFT of 

a sampled signal, and estimation using an analytical signal derived by Hilbert transform). The best 

results were provided by FFT processing with a 10 mHz bin width - 0.35 nT (σ). The motivation for this 

project was partly a curiosity – a demonstration of a quantum mechanical scalar sensor to students 

and the general public during various events - and it was also a desired supplement for the vector 

magnetometer - observatory magnetometer (see 4.2.5) for providing online, on-site calibration. 

Currently, the author is preparing a test of another precession frequency estimation method - based 

on an iterative use of the Goertzel algorithm that should work easily in the microcontroller of the 

current magnetometer prototype (STM32F767 with 512 kbytes of SRAM). In this case, the precession 

frequency is firstly estimated by FFT (with a relatively low order of 10-14) and then iteratively refined 

by the Goertzel algorithm until the requested precision is reached. 

 

Figure 11. Proton precession magnetometer testing (different precession signal frequency estimation methods) Source: 
modified from Ondřej Bureš [71] 

3 Testing and Calibration of Magnetic Sensors 
 

During the development and deployment of magnetic sensors and magnetometers, it is essential to 

have the possibility to characterize the main parameters and test the instruments’ functionality in 

conditions as close as possible to the real operating conditions. Preferably the test facility should be 

available in house to shorten the development cycle. This is problematic for some types of 

measurements unless extremely expensive infrastructure is available (e.g. a large, magnetically 

shielded space) because the urban generated magnetic noise can be very intense in the middle of a 

city environment (Prague city center in our case). 

Multilayer magnetic shielding is a basic tool for measurement of the offset and its time/temperature 

stability. Currently we use several types of three- to six-layer shieldings. The six-layer MuMETAL shield 

from Magnetic Shield corp. is the newest (two three-layer combined - 9x27" and 12x36"). When 

https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/94739
https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/94739
https://www.magnetic-shield.com/products/mumetal-brand-products/
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compared to an older six-layer Permalloy shielding (with 50% smaller dimensions), we got significantly 

smaller noise on lower frequencies (<1Hz), see Figure 12.   

 

Figure 12. Noise measurement of a single axis race-track fluxgate sensor, red - MuMetal shield, black - smaller and older 

Permalloy shield (both 6-layer). 

For offset temperature dependence, we use a complex setup of a specific, six-layer Permalloy magnetic 

shield equipped with a Dewar flask for temperature isolation and a custom non-magnetic heat 

exchanger through which an anti-freeze liquid is pumped. Either from an electrically powered 

thermostat or from a large tank placed in a dedicated commercial food refrigerator (heating or cooling 

switched by a three-way valve). The setup operated at IWF Graz and presented by Magnes [49] offers 

a much wider range but uses only a three-layer magnetic shield, which probably offers much more 

space for the Dewar flask and the instruments under test. 

The author of this thesis continuously contributed to the development of the testing infrastructure 

here at MAGLAB. He designed, simulated, and built several single and triaxial coil systems with a two-

segment-Helmholtz or four-segment-Merritt topology for in-house preliminary testing of the 

magnetometers (see Figure 13 and Figure 14). The coils are controlled by either a fluxgate-based, 

closed-loop, arbitrary magnetic field generator system or by a precise, computer-controllable, three-

channel current source (both developed in MAGLAB, Michal Dressler 2017 [72], Michal Dressler 2019 

[73]). One of the coil systems is equipped with another heat exchanger (in this case, based on a PVDF 

pipe), where the heating/cooling liquid is provided by the Lauda ECO RE1050S. Commercially available 

coil systems with controllers are provided e.g. by Billingsley Aerospace and Defense (an Apex CS, 

closed-loop, fluxgate-based arbitrary field controller, together with two sizes of Helmholtz coil 

systems). MAGLAB operates one APEX-CS unit in our non-magnetic laboratory in Průhonice. Bartington 

instruments offers, again, triaxial Helmholtz coil systems of various sizes (350, 500, and 1000 mm) and 

a specific “Helmholtz Coil Control System” with the possibility of closed-loop operation. The instrument 

offers a wide field range of ±1 mT from DC to 440Hz. MicroMagnetics offers a range of triaxial 

Helmholtz coil systems, also together with a specific controller: the SpinCoil-CTRL. DEXINMAG from 

China offers several sets of single or triaxial coil systems and also complete setups for magnetic field 

generation or compensation. An interesting fact is that the coils are placed in a multi-layer, magnetic 

shield and, thus, they can probably generate a relatively low-noise field (the offset field induced in the 

shield by powered coils as well as the coil constant influenced by the nearby soft magnetic material 

can be probably calibrated or suppressed by feedback operation). Another calibration possibility was 

https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/
https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/68554
https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/83070
https://www.lauda.de/pimimport/assets/context/pdmarticle/84/8413/8413/attachments/Export.8413.2018-10-24-15-23-25.17111b71.pdf
https://magnetometer.com/products/precision-magnetic-field-calibration-system/
https://www.bartington.com/products/helmholtz-coils/helmholtz-coil-control-system/
https://www.micromagnetics.com/products_hhc.html
https://www.micromagnetics.com/products_hhccontrol.html
https://www.xmdexing.cn/index/products/index/cateid/13
https://www.xmdexing.cn/index/products/productsdetails/id/162
https://www.xmdexing.cn/index/products/productsdetails/id/164
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suggested by Zikmund [74]: it uses a coil system and scalar magnetometer to calibrate the coil system 

first and then the vector sensor. The ultimate solution for magnetic calibration is a visit to a dedicated 

magnetic calibration facility e.g. at IABG Ottobrunn - Germany or PTB Braunschweig [75].  

     

Figure 13. Custom 3D coils developed, built, and used at MAGLAB. Left – the triaxial Helmholtz with a closed-loop, arbitrary 
field controller, middle – the single-axis Merrit and two-axis-modified Helmholtz with a heat exchanger for temperature 

sensitivity calibration, right – the triaxial Merritt coil for sensitivity and orthogonality calibration. 

 

Figure 14 The miniature, single-axis Merritt coil and precise current source for sensitivity calibration of magnetic sensors – 
used, for example, during noise measurements to quickly estimate sensor sensitivity - developed within the scope of the 

bachelor thesis Rais 2023 [76]). 

Another approach for sensitivity and orthogonality calibration might be the application of the Earth’s 

magnetic field. The author still occasionally uses two non-magnetic platforms developed during his 

Ph.D. studies and improved over time - see Figure 15. The principle is in exposing the calibrated 

instrument to a set of approximately equally distributed points on an imaginary sphere with a radius 

equal to the magnetic field vector magnitude. The reference is a scalar magnetometer placed nearby, 

whose readings are synchronously recorded. That can compensate for slow variations of the Earth’s 

magnetic field, the method is not very suitable for areas with high urban (gradient) magnetic noise 

reaching higher frequencies (above 0.1 Hz). The principle together with an algorithm description 

provided by Olsen [77] and Merayo [78], the hardware, and method explored in [refP 9] and [refP 10]. 

Adding a small thermostat onto the rotation platform allows for the additional evaluation of 

temperature dependences of the scale factors and orthogonalities, see [refP 11]. 

https://www.iabg.de/en/business-fields/space/electromagnetic-tests/magnetic-field-measurement-magnetic-field-simulation
https://www.ptb.de/cms/en/ptb/fachabteilungen/abt2/fb-25/ag-251.html
https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/107059
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Figure 15. Left – a non-magnetic computer-controllable calibration platform for magnetometers and accelerometers, 
operated with a temperature chamber for temperature sensitivity dependence calibration, right - simple, absolutely non-

magnetic, hand-operated calibration platform laser-cut from 5mm-thick transparent plexiglass. 

For the testing of magnetometers with analog outputs, we developed a new specific DAQ (Data 

Acquisition) module (master’s thesis M. Indrych 2024 [79]), which should replace a previously used, 

very valuable module based on three ADS1281s and one REF5050 voltage reference. The new module 

is based on current state-of-the-art 32-bit ∆∑-ADC by Analog Devices AD7177-2 (three of them used 

for simultaneous sampling). We used four voltage references REF7050 in parallel to decrease the noise 

of the instrument. Preliminary testing indicates that the noise is similar to what was presented at CERN 

(HPM7177 by Beev [80]). The module offers two input voltage ranges, 150 nV/√Hz at 0.1 Hz is the 

spectral noise density for ±10 V input range and <10 nV/√Hz at 0.1 Hz for the ±0.5V input range (both 

for shorted inputs). The instrument offers <±1 ppm linearity with a potential for further reduction  by 

calibration. The commercial market does not really offer too many DAQ modules with the required 

parameters - simultanous sampling of at least three channels, ±10V range (for typically used 100kV/T 

magnetometer output scaling), at least 100 Hz analog bandwidth, variable sample rate, excellent 

linearity, and low noise on low frequencies and ideally also the possibility of internal data logging (on 

μSD memory card in our case). See Figure 16 for the first prototype of the module. 

 

Figure 16. The three-channel DAQ module for analog magnetometer output digitization 

 

https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/113439
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4 Applications of Magnetic Sensors 
  

Magnetic sensors can be used in many different ways to navigate, read stored data, measure magnetic 

field strength, electric current or position, to sense magnetic field generated by human body itself or 

by drugs with attached magnetic markers to help with medical treatment, or to find hidden objects or 

minerals that are either conductive, ferromagnetic, or both. And probably in many more ways. This 

chapter mentions several applications that the author has dealt with in recent years. Here AMR and 

fluxgate applications are mentioned, a Hall probe was used in [refP 13] to sense the rotational speed 

of a cryogenic propellant electric pump – under a FP-7 SPACE project called “In-Space-Propulsion-1”.  

4.1 Applications of magneto-resistive sensors 

 
Magneto-resistive sensors can be conveniently used for applications where small size, low power 

consumption, and low price are the main selection criteria, while an increased value of noise and worse 

linearity or hysteresis is not a limiting factor [43, 81-84].  

The author cooperated on a project in which scope a vehicle parking lot occupancy detector was 

developed. The work started with the construction of a state-of-the-art AMR magnetometer with 

analog signal processing, which was intended to serve for preliminary car magnetic signature testing 

and as a reference for testing of more cost- and size-optimized sensors (see Figure 18 and [refP 14]). 

The first tests were done in an underground parking lot with a sensor positioned under the ceiling 

(Figure 18). 

 

Figure 17. An AMR-based, dual triaxial vector magnetometer with a traditional analog signal processing followed by a high 
resolution ADC. Right: two sensor heads developed by the author - one with vectorial compensation of the measured field, 

another with an individual compensation using external coils to provide a more homogeneous compensation field and better 
coil constant. 

 

Figure 18. Left: a gradiometric sensor head below the ceiling, sensing the vertical gradient caused by the present car, right: a 
detail of the sensing head with a 120mm gradiometric base and a sample of the measured data (a car entering and leaving 

the lot). 
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The task proved to be quite challenging mainly due to the very variable magnetic signature of the cars 

as well as the environmental sensitivity (temperature dependence) of lower cost sensors in case the 

sensor was placed in the outdoor environment. Several types of sensors were tested, e.g. digital triaxial 

AMRs (MMC5883), single axis integrated fluxgates (DRV425). The last version, which was used for long-

term outdoor evaluation on our faculty’s parking lot, was equipped with four HMC1021 AMR sensors. 

One pair measured the field gradient while an extra pair of orthogonally placed sensors allowed for 

the easy calibration of the device (alignment of the gradiometric pair by a scalar calibration algorithm). 

 

Figure 19. The AMR sensor-based module for car detection experiments, developed under the TACR (Technology Agency of 
the Czech Republic) project “Advanced Sensors”. The module with four single axis AMR sensors was able to measure a 

magnetic field vector and its gradient in one axis. The author cooperated on its development and testing. 

The author cooperated on the radiation testing of an AMR-based, triaxial compact magnetometer with 

a digital feedback [refP 3]. The miniDAMR instrument developed at MAGLAB is intended as an ADCS 

(Attitude Determination and Control System) component for small satellites or as a main scientific 

instrument for smaller missions, where application of a fluxgate sensor is not possible due to 

mass/power/budgetary constraints. It was also proposed for the LVICE2 mission as an auxiliary 

instrument for the cancelation of the satellite- generated magnetic noise (see Figure 20 and [refP 17]). 

    

Figure 20. Left: Prototype of the AMR magnetometer for the LVICE2 mission, right: preparation of radiation testing using 
60Co γ-source “Prazdroj” at ÚJV Řež  

Figure 21 presents a very handy magnetic probe, which was developed within the scope of a student 

team project. It uses the triaxial AMR MMC5983 with an I2C interface and the STM32 MCU to measure 

and indicate the magnetic field and its gradient along probes long-side. Even though the noise of the 

https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/products/minidamr-v1-2/
https://lvice2.cz/
https://www.ujv.cz/
https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/workshop/magnetic-field-probe-with-mmc5983/
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sensor is quite high (total noise of 40 nT RMS), the device proved to be very useful for fast checking of 

magnetic field magnitude, orientation, and gradients (range of ± 800 μT). A similarly sized device, but 

with a single-axis Hall probe was constructed within the scope of a bachelor thesis by Radomír Macíček 

2022 [85]; in this case the measurement range was ±2.6 T and noise around 5 μTpp at the lowest range 

of 20 mT. 

 

 

Figure 21. The application of an integrated triaxial AMR sensor (MMC5983) in a compact probe for orientational 
measurements of a magnetic field and its gradient. Student team project supervised by V. Petrucha, 2021. 

4.2 Applications of fluxgate sensors 
    

The development and application of fluxgate sensors is the main author’s interest. Several projects are 

mentioned in this chapter. For some of them, the results were already published, in some projects 

more detailed testing and measurements need to be completed. Generally, the fluxgate sensors are 

used for the most demanding applications where the higher cost, dimension, and power consumption 

is justifiable [86, 87]. 

4.2.1 LVICE2 - magnetometers for the Lunar Vicinity Complex Environmental Explorer 
 

Since May 2022, the author had been working on the ESA project LVICE2, which was proposed under 

the “Czech Ambitious Mission” call. The project lasted until September 2023 when Phase A and Phase 

B1 (project development) were completed. Currently, the project is suspended as a different project 

was selected for further financing and realization in the final review. The author of this thesis was 

responsible for the development of the main scientific magnetometer of this mission for DC and low-

frequency field measurements (a triaxial, vectorially compensated fluxgate magnetometer), while 

Ph.D. student David Novotný developed the auxiliary AMR magnetometer to support satellite-

produced disturbances cancelation. There was also supposed to be a search-coil magnetometer for 

higher frequencies provided by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics CAS. We prepared a short 

summary of the magnetometer’s development, and it was accepted for presentation at the IEEE 

Sensors 2023 conference in Vienna as a poster with the topic "Magnetometry Package for LVICE2 

Mission". The corresponding proceedings paper is attached as [refP 17]. We have been hoping the 

project would continue as it might bring a new, fascinating experience, but even if does not, we plan 

to test the interference cancelation algorithms using a test setup, as the developed instruments might 

be used in another similar mission. 

https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/101366
https://dspace.cvut.cz/handle/10467/101366
https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/workshop/magnetic-field-probe-with-mmc5983/
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Figure 22. Two fluxgate sensor heads developed for the LVICE2 mission, left - 30mm side cube (embeds six race-track 
fluxgate sensors with a 17.4mm magnetic core length, two symmetrically placed for each axis), right - 50mm side cube 
(embeds three race-tracks with a 30mm long magnetic core). See the proceedings paper for parameters summary refP 17. 

4.2.2 UAV-MAG (Fluxgate magnetometer for surveys using a small unmanned aerial vehicle) 
  

Since 2013, we have been cooperating with Dr. Gunther Kletetschka (Institute of Hydrogeology, 

Engineering Geology and Applied Geophysics, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague, Czech 

Republic). We got together to cooperate on the localization of the Chelyabinsk meteorite. We adapted 

a development prototype of a vectorially compensated triaxial fluxgate magnetometer (construction 

similar to the described in [refP 5]) for underwater measurements and provided additional equipment 

for GNSS-referenced gradiometric mapping over Lake Chebarkul. That exploration led to the successful 

localization of a magnetized object in the lake (see [refP 12]). Later, we began to cooperate on 

magnetic surveys using a commercial unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). We prepared and delivered sets 

of two identical, miniaturized, triaxial vector fluxgate magnetometers (mobile unit and base station) 

and provided support during data processing (additional calibration and/or filtering). Since then, the 

“UAV-MAG” was flown over multiple locations around the world (e.g. Alaska, Czech Republic, Australia, 

and Russia). For example, during its long-term testing in Australia, the system was used both for 

scientific purposes (e.g. mapping the magnetic signature around Acraman Lake – an old impact crater 

location) and test mapping for purposes of geological surveys for mineral prospection. See Figure 23 

for an example of setup and Figure 24 for measured data. The fluxgate sensor construction in this case 

corresponds to [refP 6]. Currently, we are preparing an updated version of the instrument, mostly 

consisting of the improvement and miniaturization of the electronics unit. More information can be 

found here: https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/products/uav-mag-v-1-1/ .  

The magnetic survey instrument and results were presented at several meetings/conferences, e.g., 

Takáč 2019 - The AGU-SEG Airborne Geophysics Workshop [88], Takáč 2020 - 11th Planetary Crater 

Consortium [89], or Takáč 2022 -85th Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical Society [90].  

Another publication concerning the Acraman’s crater measurements is currently in the review process. 

Interestingly, fluxgate magnetometers can also be used to detect UAVs [91] or to map magnetic fields 

in indoor environments for localization applications [92]. 

https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/uncategorized/uav-mag-again-in-australia/
https://maglab.fel.cvut.cz/products/uav-mag-v-1-1/
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Figure 23. The UAV drone with a 2m-long, flexible boom with the fluxgate magnetometer sensor head. The colored skirt 
stabilizes the sensor head during flight, improving data quality. The set of the UAV-MAG is shown in the right-hand picture – 
in the top-left is a ground unit for setting-up the measurements with a control display, in the middle is the magnetometer’s 
electronics box with the attached GNSS module while the smaller, blue box is the triaxial sensor head. (Left photo by Marian 

Takač) 

 

Figure 24. An example of magnetic mapping done with the UAV-MAG (author: Marian Takač) 

 

4.2.3 Zero-field compensation unit and calibrator  
 

For orientational calibrations and in-lab testing, the author developed a system for feedback 

compensation of the Earth’s magnetic field with the possibility of applying an extra offset and, thus, 

generating any arbitrary magnetic field vector (with approximately a ±150 μT range, triaxial race-track 

fluxgate being the feedback sensor, size “A” from [refP 8]). MAGLAB is renting a small, non-magnetic 

building for more precise measurements in the area of Průhonice Park, where the Department of 

Paleomagnetism of Institute of Geology of the Czech Academy of Sciences is also based. They operate 

a precise magnetic zeroing system for procedures consisting of the thermal demagnetization of 

rock/soil/mineral samples for paleomagnetic investigations [93]. Their current system (MAVACS) is 

based on three rotating coil magnetometers [94]; two dual-axis sensors provide feedback for online 

compensation of the Earth’s magnetic field including possible urban made disturbances and the third 
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is used to calibrate precise zero in the desired sample area. The big advantage of the rotating coil 

magnetometer is the near-zero offset. But the system is old, prone to mechanical failures, and very 

acoustically noisy (the air-driven sensor rotation is very audible), so we decided to test the fluxgate-

based compensation system. See Figure 25. The preliminary testing indicated good potential of the 

system and, thus, a dedicated unit was built (Figure 26). Figure 27 presents the results from our in-

house lab testing; suppression of the low frequency disturbances by approximately 40 dB is visible. The 

instrument was operated with 800mm side-length, 4-square segment Merritt coils; the final coils will 

have a side dimension of 2600 mm. 

 

Figure 25. Successful preliminary testing of the first version of the compensation system in the Helmholtz coil system at the 
Geological institute in Průhonice; the detail of the feedback compensation triaxial fluxgate sensor is shown on the right-hand 
side (marked “A”, with the improvised fixation “B” marking the sensor of the actual compensation system – rotating-coil 
magnetometer). The Helmholtz coil system support is made up of glass tubes and, thus, is very stable, but the high-field 
homogeneity region is very limited, so newly built coils will use the Merritt, four-square coils design. 
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Figure 26. The second version of the compensation system developed directly for the Geological institute of CAS. The custom 
box is made up of aluminum and the only big magnetic part is the toroidal transformer.  

 

 

Figure 27. A power spectral density plot of three different situations: a) without compensation, b) feedback compensation 
switched on, c) noise floor measured in a 6-layer, Permalloy magnetic shield. Measurement setup: Stefan Mayer FL3-100 
(triaxial fluxgate magnetometer with 100 μT measurement range, 100kV/T sensitivity, DC-2 kHz frequency range and <20 
pT/√Hz @ 1 Hz noise specification) sampled by an in-house made data acquisition USB module based on 3x ADS1281 ADCs 
(3x 250 Sa/s). The question mark points to some problematic part in the compensated state, around 7-8 Hz, probably some 
instability that will have to be fixed.  red-blue-green = x-y-z magnetic field components (z vertical). 

4.2.4  Zero field calibrator 
  

The new compensation system is based on fluxgate sensors, which have an offset that drifts with time 

and temperature. This spells serious trouble for the paleomagnetic applications where the desired field 

residua should ideally be below 1 nT [95]. So, we came up with the idea of using a rotating-fluxgate 
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instead of a rotating-coil magnetometer. In this case, the rotation is only 180 degrees, but that is 

enough to measure the sensor offset and subtract it from subsequent measurements. So, an almost 

completely non-magnetic device was designed, built, and tested that allows for the in-spot rotation of 

two dual-axis, ring-core fluxgate sensors ([refP 6] design). See Figure 28, the only magnetic component 

is a stepper motor with a low magnetic signature, which drives the rotational motion through a 2 m-

long shaft. 

    

Figure 28. ZeFiCa sensor head - two dual axis, flat-ring-core fluxgate sensors (just under the red-wire terminal box), 
rotatable in order to measure its offset and thus be able to calibrate zero field in the desired position within the coils. 
Rotation of the sensor is via a remotely placed stepper motor (specific type with low stray field). Left - design, right - 

realization with laser-cut PMMA enclosure, polyketone gears and POM plastic bearings. 

Figure 29 shows the testing of the calibrator instrument in our laboratory conditions. The calibrator 

sensor head (R) is placed in 3D Merritt coils, equipped with a feedback fluxgate sensor (F) for the 

compensation unit (A). The current source was used to null the main part of the Earth’s magnetic field, 

as the same will be done in the real application (to save power and improve reliability - the gross 

compensation can be powered by a high efficiency switched power supply and the linear driver of the 

precise feedback compensation system is only slightly loaded). 

   

Figure 29. Left: The ZeFiCa sensor head (R) placed in Merritt coils with the feedback sensor (F), right: instrument setup A - 
compensation unit, B - ZeFiCa calibrator, C - precise three-channel current source for raw field compensation (and laptop to 
collect the data via USB link). 

Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure 32 demonstrate the behavior of the system during initial laboratory 

testing. The residual field decreased in each step. The compensation system did not use an 
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orthogonality calibration of the coils, which could have otherwise led to a faster approach to zero. We 

expect the residual field to be within the desired <1nT limit when operated in a quieter environment 

(free of gradient noise). 

  
Figure 30. ZeFiCa measurements - three consecutive runs (calibration iterations); the field approaches the desired zero value. 
Y-axis with a bit worse residual, possibly some problem in the firmware code as the final measurement indicated low value 
also for Y, see Figure 32 

 

 
Figure 31. ZeFiCa - zoomed into the third measurement, the noise is given by the insufficient dynamic range of the AD 
conversion and probably also mechanical vibration during the motion (sensor noise is about 8 pTRMS/√Hz at 1 Hz). Averaging 
could help as well as some curve fitting algorithm. 250 samples shown acquired with a native speed of the ADC (62.5 Sa/s, 
LTC2508-32) 
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Figure 32. The magnetic field inside the coils measured by the ZeFiCa instrument after the zero-calibration procedure (field 
brought to zero iteratively by several adjustments of the compensation coil driver based on ZeFiCa measurements during 
sensor rotations). The noise in the gradient prevents better results, the lab is close to tram tracks. Approximately 10-minute 
interval shown, Z is the vertical component. 

4.2.5 Observatory magnetometer 
 

One possible application of the ultra-low-noise fluxgate sensors is in the observatory magnetometers 

for monitoring the variations of the Earth’s magnetic field (size “C” [refP 8]). As there is long-term 

cooperation between our group and the geomagnetic observatory in Budkov (run by the geophysical 

institute of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic - ASCR), we decided to build a 

magnetometer that would fulfill the requirements of the Intermagnet network (noise <10pT at 0.1 Hz) 

[96]. The instrument has partial compensation of the measured magnetic field (in two axes - vertical 

and North-South), two switchable measurement ranges (to solve a problem with an insufficient 

dynamic range of available Analog-to-Digital converters), and a simple digital interface (RS232), see 

Figure 33. We successfully tested the instrument in the laboratory (see Figure 34) and also during 

several weeks of operation at the Budkov observatory, where the output data could be compared with 

the local observatory magnetometer. The results were encouraging, and it seemed that the 

performance was limited by the location.  

 

Figure 33. Triaxial fluxgate magnetometer electronics and the sensor head - three 60mm, race-track fluxgate sensors on the 
ULTEM 2400 holder fixed in a marble plate (with the improvised sensor cover removed). 
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Figure 34. Noise measurement (power spectral density) of the observatory magnetometer, low-field range, measured in a 6-
layer Permalloy shield. The latest experience shows that the noise at lower frequencies is probably a bit lower, we got 35 pT 
at 0.01 Hz and 8 pT at 0.1 Hz for a similar sensor measured in a new MuMetal® 6-layer shield (instead of 100 pT at 0.01 Hz 

and 25pT at 0.1 Hz measured in the old shield). Unfortunately, the sensor head is now fixed to the marble pedestal and does 
not fit the shielding. 

We decided to do a test measurement in another location – a former gold-bearing tunnel in Kašperské 

hory, where the seismologic observatory of the ASCR is operated, so there is some infrastructure 

potentially available. The instrument was placed at the very end of the tunnel, far from all possible 

sources of magnetic disturbances, powered by a 12V LiFePo battery and with the output data recorded 

using our proprietary RS232->SDcard data logger (see Figure 35). Figure 37 presents a comparison of 

the measured data (vertical component of the magnetic vector) for the magnetometer and three 

nearby magnetic observatories (see Figure 36). The data matches quite nicely, there are some 

disturbances visible, but the red trace of the presented device seems to be the least noisy. Looking at 

the very end of the record, it could be seen that the sequence of the field change corresponds to the 

geographical placement of the observatories from east to west, possibly showing the positional 

progress of diurnal variation (trying to mutually align the coordinate systems in MATLAB did not bring 

any change). Currently we are exploring the possibilities to deploy the instrument for long term testing 

in the Kašperské hory location. 

   

Figure 35. The magnetometer placed at the very end of “Kristýna” stole near Kašperské hory, Czech Republic (the 
seismologic observatory of the Geophysical institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic). A 12 V LiFePo battery was 

used to power up the magnetometer and universal RS232 datalogger to capture the data. 
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Figure 36. The geographical position of the four mentioned geomagnetic observatories (FUR - Fürstenfeldbruck, KSP - 
Kasperske hory, BDV - Budkov, WIC - Conrad observatory); the distant location of the KSP from the nearby village means low 
urban noise. 

 

Figure 37. A vertical component of the Earth’s magnetic field, a comparison of measured data for four geomagnetic 
observatories (the night between 22-23.8.2022). KSP data measured with the presented magnetometer, BDV and WIC data 
downloaded from the Intermagnet repository and FUR data kindly provided directly by Fürstenfeldbruck observatory staff 
(Andrea Balasso). The static offset between the observatories has been subtracted. 

 

4.2.6 Security applications of fluxgate sensors 
Magnetic anomaly detectors were among the main security applications of fluxgate sensors in WWII 

and beyond. Submarine detection by fluxgate sensors is still used as well as magnetic mapping of the 

magnetic signature of various military vessels (including submarines) in order to minimize that 

signature by passive or active measures [97]. The author participated in a project dealing with soft 

target protection by applying another layer of protection with unobserved detection of carried 

ferromagnetic objects (possibly weapons or explosive devices with metal shrapnel, etc.). The author 
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developed and tested a full-tensor detector comprising of a set of four triaxial fluxgate magnetometers 

(commercial Bartington Mag612 sensors were used for testing) and a custom-developed DAQ unit 

(simultaneous sampling of up to 24 analog channels with 24-bit resolution ADC - AD7768). The detector 

worked but the desired online signal processing was challenging, even though we tested several 

different methods presented in literature [98-106]. The final version used a system of two slightly 

separated, linear triaxial sensor arrays together with more suitable correlation signal processing (a 

method proposed by Dr. Janošek). The results were not published but a national utility model was 

registered (together with the cooperating company - URC Systems, No. 2019-36609 by Čechák, 

Křemže, Petrucha, Janošek) [107]. 

  

Figure 38. Left: a sensor head of a passive, ferromagnetic objects detector based on full-magnetic tensor data processing, 
gradiometric base of 160 mm, right: 24-channel, 24-bit DAQ with ±10V input range and simultaneous sampling. 

 

5 Conclusions 
 

This work presents the author's comprehensive efforts in the development and follow-up applications 

of precise magnetic sensors. The selected publications cover the entire process chain, presenting the 

development of individual sensors and their characterization, use in magnetometers with associated 

calibration and testing, and finally various real-world applications for both industrial and scientific 

purposes. The developed sensors and magnetometers are directly comparable with or surpass the 

currently available state-of-the-art instruments, especially in the case of noise performance of parallel 

fluxgates with a race-track core topology. This enables wider deployment in some other application 

areas, such as security applications. A small fluxgate magnetometer with specific characteristics for 

use on small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has made it possible to collect fascinating geological 

data with high spatial resolution thanks to its accuracy and ability to fly at low altitudes. Future 

research should focus a little more on the development of proven sensors with race-track core in order 

to make them easier to produce in higher volumes, as the current high production costs limit the 

application portfolio. Interesting applications (e.g. UAV-borne magnetometers for various purposes) 

could entice students to participate in research at all academic levels (from undergraduate to doctoral 

studies), as the subject of magnetic measurements offers a wide range of expertise to be acquired, 

from precision analog and digital electronics to complex mathematical data processing and algorithms 

in calibrations and measurements with a bit of mechanics and solid-state physics. 

 

https://isdv.upv.gov.cz/webapp/resdb.print_detail.det?pspis=PUV/36609&plang=CS
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7 Reprints of Articles Included in the Thesis 
 
An introduction to each paper adding to the overall content complete with a detailed author 

contribution note (contribution percentages shown as is listed in the V3S information system 

https://v3s.cvut.cz). 

 

7.1 Sensor and magnetometer development 
 

7.1.1 refP 1 
Petrucha, V.; Fúra, V.; Platil, A., “Cross-field Effect in a Triaxial AMR Magnetometer with Vector and 

Individual Compensation of a Measured Magnetic Field,” IEEE Transactions on Magnetics. 2017, 

53(4), ISSN 0018-9464 

 

This research was motivated by an effort to build a “reference” design of an AMR magnetometer that 

could be used for studies and measurements within an industrial project. Two versions of the triaxial 

sensor heads were built, one with individual field compensation and the second with vectorial 

compensation. The individually compensated sensor head exhibited a large cross-field error when the 

disturbing field was present in parallel with the chip plane. Interestingly, later, during development of 

the digitally compensated AMR magnetometer, we did not observe this kind of cross-field error. The 

only explanation to this seems to be the difference in topological placement of the sensors between 

the two constructions, although that should not theoretically affect the phenomena. The author’s 

contribution is 80%, having served as the design and measurements leader and supervisor of the 

second author’s master’s thesis. 
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Novotný, D.; Petrucha, V.; Janošek, M., “A Digitally Compensated AMR Magnetometer,” IEEE 

Transactions on Magnetics. 2019, 55(1), ISSN 0018-9464 

This article presents a new effort to make the AMR magnetometer more compact and power-efficient, 

employing a modern microcontroller for signal processing as the previous construction used the 

standard analog signal processing approach and was very power hungry. This construction paved the 

way to even more compact and later successful designs. The author’s contribution is 25%, having 

concentrated primarily on the sensor’s design, calibration, and characterization. 
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for Space Applications,” IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement. 2021, 70(1), ISSN 
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In this paper, we presented another step in the development of a digitally compensated AMR 

magnetometer - a unique construction with excellent parameters and results of preliminary radiation 

testing using a gamma ray source (60Co). With the use of a complex measurement setup (a PXIe frame-

based system), we were able to explore the radiation tolerance of most of the critical components 

used in the design (both analog and digital circuits). A slightly modified version of this construction was 

proposed as an auxiliary magnetometer for a currently proposed space mission (a micro-satellite to 

the moon region, LVICE2). The author’s contribution is 20%, having participated mainly in the process 

of radiation testing and calibrations of the magnetometer. 
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The author of this thesis had been developing fluxgate-based magnetometers since working on his 

master’s thesis where individually compensated, race-track sensors made completely in PCB 

technology were used as a triaxial magnetometer for underground drilling navigation / compassing. 

Later, he specialized in sensor constructions that used vectorial compensation of the measured field. 

In the presented conference proceedings paper, we explore the influence of the compensation system 

on the parameters. Thanks to our collaboration with an external scientist, we were able to improve 

the compensation system parameters and retrieve some data for further improvement of the 

construction. The author’s contribution is 33%, shared equally between the authors; the author 

worked primarily on the design, construction, and characterization of the magnetometer.  
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In this paper, we present another step in the development of the inner structure of the triaxial fluxgate 

sensor with vector compensation of the measured field. A design that is more symmetrical than the 

previously used one, composed of three identical ring-core fluxgate sensors. The novel design used 

only two ring cores placed perpendicularly to each other, with a common center and complex pick-up 

coils setup enabled by newly available 3D-printing technology. Similar testing was used to characterize 

the performance - mainly the sensor orthogonality and offset temperature dependence. The author’s 

contribution is higher - 40%, due to more complex work on the development of the sensor. 

 

© 2015 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from V. Petrucha, M. Janošek and M. A. Azpúrua, "Vector 

Feedback Homogeneity and Inner Layout Influence on Fluxgate Sensor Parameters," in IEEE 

Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, vol. 64, no. 5, pp. 1285-1291, May 2015, doi: 

10.1109/TIM.2014.2362831 
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7.1.6 refP 6 
Petrucha, V., ”Low-cost dual-axes fluxgate sensor with a flat field-annealed magnetic core,” In: 2016 

IEEE Sensors Applications Symposium (SAS 2016) Proceedings. Piscataway: IEEE, 2016. pp. 140-143. 

ISBN 978-1-4799-7249-4  

This paper (even though it is only based on conference proceedings) introduces a concept that proved 

to be very useful, and it was used consequently in all other fluxgate sensor designs. It presents a 

construction and method of thermomagnetic treatment of the flat ferromagnetic core, which can 

significantly improve the properties of the sensor. This design of dual-axes and flat ring-core sensors 

was later used in multiple instruments developed and sold commercially by MAGLAB group. The 

author’s contribution is 100%. 
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2016, pp. 1-4, doi: 10.1109/SAS.2016.7479834. 
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7.1.7 refP 7 
Novotný, D.; Petrucha, V., “High Dynamic Range Digital Fluxgate Magnetometer,” In: 2020 IEEE 

SENSORS Proceedings. Orlando, Florida: IEEE Sensors Council, 2020. ISSN 2168-9229. ISBN 978-1-

7281-6801-2 

This paper explores the construction of a fluxgate magnetometer with digital-signal processing built 

on a small commercial FPGA. The concept of digital feedback is very similar to the concept used 

extensively on AMR magnetometers with a microcontroller, but this time the FPGA had to be used as 

the fluxgate excitation frequency is at more than an-order-of-magnitude higher frequency and, thus, 

the microcontroller is not able to make all the necessary calculations in real-time. Preliminary results 

were interesting as presented in the proceedings paper, but D. Novotný later chose to concentrate on 

the development of the AMR magnetometers. The author’s contribution is 30% - he prepared the 

fluxgate sensors and helped with the electronics design and measurements. 
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7.1.8 refP 8 
Petrucha, V.; Butta, M., “Race-track fluxgate sensor scaling versus noise,” In: IEEE SENSORS 2021 

proceeding. Irvine, CA: IEEE Sensors, 2021. ISSN 1930-0395. ISBN 978-1-7281-9501-8 

In this paper, we presented the results of the development of ultra-low-noise race-track fluxgate 

sensors, namely we concentrated on the scaling of the sensor noise, with respect to sensor dimensions 

(which affects the core demagnetization). Since then, the 60mm-long race-track sensors were used 

several times - typically in geophysical applications - and proved to have excellent properties. Recently, 

we discovered that some of the noise measurements presented in this paper were most probably 

limited by the 6-layer magnetic shielding that was used. The newly acquired, bigger, 6-layer 

MuMETAL® shield provides a significantly higher attenuation factor than the old one (made of 

Permalloy). The author’s contribution is 80%; the co-author, M. Butta, helped mainly with the 

visualization of magnetic domains via Kerr-effect microscopy.  
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7.2 Calibration and testing 

7.2.1 refP 9 
Petrucha, V.; Ripka, P.; Kašpar, P.; Merayo, J., “Automated System for the Calibration of 

Magnetometers,“ Journal of Applied Physics. 2009, 2009(105), 07E704-1-07E704-3. ISSN 0021-8979  

During the development of magnetic sensors and magnetometers, the process of calibration is 

extremely important as it is often the most practical way to evaluate some of the parameters and 

iteratively improve them. The non-magnetic calibration platform was developed during the author’s 

Ph.D. studies, but it is still in use from time to time as it provides an effective method of calibration of 

vectorial, triaxial magnetometers. The concept is limited by urban magnetic disturbances that bring 

noise to the acquired data and also the mechanical construction somehow limits the sensor-head size 

and interconnection possibilities. The author in the meantime developed several coil-based systems 

for calibration of magnetometers (based on Helmholtz and Merritt coils), but the non-magnetic 

platform is still useful as the coil system performance is limited by field homogeneity within the coils. 

The author’s contribution is 25%; the main contribution was the mechanical, electronical, and software 

design of the system. 

 

This article may be downloaded for personal use only. Any other use requires prior permission of the 

author and AIP Publishing. This article appeared in “Vojtech Petrucha; Petr Kaspar; Pavel Ripka; Jose 

M. G. Merayo, "Automated system for the calibration of magnetometers," J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07E704, 

2009” and may be found at https://doi.org/10.1063/1.3062961 
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7.2.2 refP 10 
Petrucha, V.; Kašpar, P., “Calibration of a Triaxial Fluxgate Magnetometer and Accelerometer with 

an Automated Non-magnetic Calibration System,” In: IEEE SENSORS 2009 - The Eighth IEEE 

Conference on Sensors. Christchurch: IEEE Sensors Council, 2009. pp. 1510-1513. ISSN 1930-0395. 

ISBN 978-1-4244-4548-6 

This paper presents the results of calibration of multiple magnetometers and an accelerometer made 

with the above-mentioned, non-magnetic calibration platform. This calibration campaign proved that 

the system provides reliable results as multiple commercial sensors were measured and the results 

could be compared. The author’s contribution was 70%, having provided most of the measurements 

and data processing. P. Kašpar helped with interpretation of the data. 

 

 

© 2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from V. Petrucha and P. Kaspar, "Calibration of a triaxial 

fluxgate magnetometer and accelerometer with an automated non-magnetic calibration system," 

SENSORS, 2009 IEEE, Christchurch, New Zealand, 2009, pp. 1510-1513, doi: 

10.1109/ICSENS.2009.5398466. 
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7.2.3 refP 11 
Petrucha, V.; Kašpar, P., “Measurement of the Temperature Dependence of the Sensitivity and 

Orthogonality of a Triaxial Vector Magnetometer,” Journal of Electrical Engineering. 2012, 63(7s), 

31-34. ISSN 1335-3632 

This paper again makes use of the non-magnetic positioning platform; in this case it is used with 

additional hardware (a specifically constructed and controlled, non-magnetic thermostat) to evaluate 

temperature dependence of sensitivities and orthogonalities of vectorial magnetometers. Later these 

measurements were repeated several times in order to find the best material for the vector 

compensation coil support structure. The author’s contribution was 50%; P. Kašpar again helped with 

the data’s interpretation.  
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7.3 Applications 

7.3.1 refP 12 
Kletetschka, G.; Vyhnánek, J.; Kawasumiova, D.; Nabelek, L.; Petrucha, V., “Localization of the 

Chelyabinsk Meteorite from Magnetic Field Survey and GPS Data,” IEEE Sensors Journal. 2015, 

2015(15), 4875-4881. ISSN 1530-437X 

The Chelyabinsk meteorite event provided a unique opportunity to test our vectorially compensated, 

fluxgate magnetometer in underwater conditions while searching for the (presumably magnetic) 

meteorite body buried in the deep mud of the lake. This event also prompted the study of GNSS-

referenced magnetic mapping, which is currently being used with our UAV fluxgate magnetometers. 

The author’s contribution is 20%; he designed, constructed, tested and calibrated the underwater 

magnetometer and prepared the publication. 

 

© 2015 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from G. Kletetschka, J. Vyhnanek, D. Kawasumiova, L. Nabelek 

and V. Petrucha, "Localization of the Chelyabinsk Meteorite From Magnetic Field Survey and GPS Data," 

in IEEE Sensors Journal, vol. 15, no. 9, pp. 4875-4881, Sept. 2015, doi: 10.1109/JSEN.2015.2435252. 
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7.3.2 refP 13 
Petrucha, V.; Ripka, P., “Rotational Speed Measurement and Angular Position Reference for a 

Cryogenic Propellant Electric Pump,” Journal of Electrical Engineering. 2015, 66(7), 199-202. ISSN 

1335-3632 

This paper refers to the author’s work done within the 7th Framework project - SPACE, where he 

participated on the project “In-Space-Propulsion-1”. In this case, the sensor that was finally selected 

for the measurement of the magnetic field of the electric pump rotor was a Hall-effect sensor, mainly 

due to its small size and good cryogenic compatibility. The author’s contribution was 50% and this 

three-year project provided great insight into space technologies testing and also to the peculiarities 

of cryogenic condition handling. 
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7.3.3 refP 14 
Fúra, V.; Petrucha, V.; Platil, A., “Construction of an AMR magnetometer for car detection 

experiments,” In: Proceedings of 5th International Conference on Materials and Applications for 

Sensors and Transducers (IC-MAST2015). Bristol: IOP Institute of Physics, 2016. IOP Conference 

Series: Materials Science and Engineering. ISSN 1757-899X 

This conference paper is related to refP1, in this case we were testing the concept and also available 

AMR magnetic sensors. A possible application was the mapping of various cars’ magnetic signature 

and subsequently the detection of parking lot occupancy using a gradiometric sensor setup. One could 

expect that the manufacturing technology behind an AMR sensor is simple, but we proved that 

products manufactured by Memsic (AFF755) as a possible replacement of Honeywell’s HMC1021 were 

suffering of anomalous offset jumps, most probably related to the bad quality of the Permalloy layer 

or the poor design choice of magnetizing flipping coils. The author’s contribution was 34%, it includes 

the supervision of V. Fúra (a master’s student of the author) and assistance with the magnetic 

measurements.  

 

V Fúra et al 2016 IOP Conf. Ser.: Mater. Sci. Eng. 108 012028 

DOI 10.1088/1757-899X/108/1/012028 

© IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission.  All rights reserved 
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7.3.4 refP 15 
Ripka, P.; Grim, V.; Petrucha, V., “A Busbar Current Sensor With Frequency Compensation,” IEEE 

Transactions on Magnetics. 2017, 53(4), 1-5. ISSN 0018-9464 

This paper describes the application of an integrated fluxgate sensor made by Texas Instruments. The 

DRV425 is currently probably the only commercially available fluxgate sensor made on chip, MAGLAB 

was cooperating with Texas Instruments on the development and later also on the application of the 

sensor. The author’s contribution is 30% and it includes the design and testing of the magnetic sensor 

kit and assistance during the measurements. 

 

 

© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from P. Ripka, V. Grim and V. Petrucha, "A Busbar Current 

Sensor With Frequency Compensation," in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 53, no. 4, pp. 1-5, April 

2017, Art no. 4000505, doi: 10.1109/TMAG.2016.2620959. 
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7.3.5 refP 16 
Petrucha, V.; Novotný, D., “Testing and application of an integrated fluxgate sensor DRV425,” 

Journal of Electrical Engineering. 2018, 2018(69), 418-421. ISSN 1335-3632 

 

Another paper dealing with the integrated fluxgate sensor DRV425. In this case, we explored a strange 

behavior shared by several sensors we had in stock (increased low frequency noise) and presented an 

application of the DRV425 in a compact, USB-powered probe for magnetic field sensing. The author’s 

contribution is 50%; it includes supervision by D. Novotný, hardware design, and assistance during the 

measurements.  
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7.3.6 refP 17 
Petrucha, V.; Novotný, D.; Šobíšek, K., "Magnetometry package for LVICE2 mission - Triaxial fluxgate 

and AMR magnetometer for scientific data production near Moon," In: IEEE SENSORS 2023 

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS. Piscataway, NJ: IEEE, 2023. ISBN 979-8-3503-0387-2 

 

This article presents work on the LVICE2 (Lunar Vicinity Complex Environmental Explorer). The author 

was responsible for the development of the fluxgate magnetometer and integration with the AMR 

magnetometer to provide accurate measurements of the cis-lunar magnetic field for scientific 

purposes. The article presents two versions of the vector-compensated, triaxial fluxgate head along 

with the corresponding electronics and preliminary testing results. A new version of the AMR 

magnetometer is also introduced. The author’s contribution was 60%. 
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